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The BEA Personal Incomes and Outlays Report shows

disposable personal income rose by $71.7 billion in

May.

That in an inflationary-looking jump of 0.4% percent.

But inquiring minds are asking some important

questions, like …

Who Got Da Money?
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Personal Income Jumps $71.7 Billion: Who Got Da Money?

Category Monthly Increase in
Billions of Dollars

Percent of
Total Increase

Wages and Salaries 6.6 9.21

Employer pension
contributions

3.2 4.46

Proprieter’s Income 8.5 11.85

Rental Income 5.5 7.67

Personal Interest and
Dividend Income

39.8 55.51

Social Security,
Medicare, Medicaid,
etc.

3.8 5.30

Alleged Tax Cuts 4.6 6.42

Other -0.3 -0.42

Total 71.7 100.00

When it comes to consumer spending, it’s not the jump

in income that matters it’s how that income is

distributed. For example, if Bill Gates got all of it,

consumers would not spend additional dime without

going further into debt.
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The numbers are not nearly as bad as my Bill Gates

example, but they are not very good.

Wages and salaries were up a miniscule $6.6 billion or

.08% (about 1% annualized). One can go a step further

and ask “How was that $6.6 billion in wages and

salaries distributed?” There is no way to tell, but I bet

80% of that $6.6 billion went to the top 5%.

The headline jump in disposable personal income of

0.4% looks hugely inflationary but the distribution of

that jump suggests otherwise.

Mike “Mish” Shedlock
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Diogenes said: June 30, 2017 12:53:21 at 12:53 PM



shamrock said: June 30, 2017 1:07:26 at 1:07 PM



Tony Bennett said: June 30, 2017 1:26:34 at 1:26 PM

Well, if Personal Interest and Dividends amounted to almost 40% of this,
it’s unlikely Joe Sixpack saw any of that since he has almost no savings to
draw interest & dividends from.

REPLY

Dividends, after oscillating between going up or down $5B/month for
many months somehow jumps to +$45B? That’s obviously a one time
event but I can’t find an explanation for it.

REPLY

One possible explanation … Trump elected POTUS.

When elected “everyone” bought into the Trump Reflation
hook_line_and sinker. Part of Reflation assumed a tax cut
in 2017 as a given. I think many of the elites deferred year
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wrldtrst said: June 30, 2017 5:36:01 at 5:36 PM



pyrrhus said: June 30, 2017 1:46:12 at 1:46 PM



Medex Man said: June 30, 2017 2:55:49 at 2:55 PM

end 2016 income to 2017 (paid via “special dividend”)
counting on lower tax rate.

REPLY

Yeah,
Seeing that took me by surprise as well.

REPLY

Nobody around here (Tucson) got any of it, that’s for sure….

REPLY

Two posts ago, the one about “must be subprime” car deals, did not
mention that they were selling two different products.

The “all cash” customer was buying a car (not a very good one, but a car).

The low credit score person was getting in hoc to a loan shark, and the
cr@ppy car was simply the vehicle (pun intended) to get the sucker on
the hook.

That is why there were two different prices — because its two different
products.

If you are a middle class person with a decent credit score, you paid for a
car that probably won’t be a disaster (it might, but probably it will just be
OK). The car manufacturer / employees got paid a blah price for their
work — a price that will keep the doors open but doesn’t allow Chrysler
Fiat to invest in R&D or worker training. They too will be treading water.

The customer who got in-hoc to loan sharks just made Warren Buffett
even wealthier than he was yesterday. If you look at Buffett’s purchase
from several years ago “Clayton Homes” — you see the exact same
situation. At first glance, it looks like they sell mobile homes. But in
reality, they sell predatory loans using the mobile homes as bait.
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Jarhead John said: June 30, 2017 3:50:48 at 3:50 PM



madashellowell said:

June 30, 2017 9:19:22 at 9:19 PM



Medex Man said:

July 1, 2017 1:20:38 at 1:20 PM

No one expects cheap cars or mobile homes to increase in value — the
suckers end up owning those depreciated assets (and they also pay for
defaults of their neighbors).

The loan sharks like Buffett make lots of money — the loan value
increases with compounding interest. The suckers end up with an asset
(cheap car / mobile home) that has depreciated in value, pretty close to
zero.

And the best part? When the liars in Washington get this data, they won’t
tax their pal Buffett. They will raise taxes in dividends paid to the
dwindling middle class — in effect pushing those middle classers into
loan shark customers!

Anyway, you the suckers can afford to have unlimited health insurance
run by the Post Office, and Warren Buffett will be more than happy to
finance it for you! Suckers!!!

REPLY

Let’s be PC please…The proper term is “Sucka’s” 

REPLY

It sure seems that every corporation is making their money
in financials and not manufacturing. I’m inclined to agree
that their products are simply “bait” for the loan. The
question is, what mechanism will they use to offload the
losses when the economy turns down….taxpayers??

REPLY

The loan sharks don’t have economic losses,
they only have accounting losses — and those
will be useful for a tax writeoff.
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JohnM said: June 30, 2017 5:07:39 at 5:07 PM

When you charge 19% interest for these loans
(even if it says 0%, “free financing” just
means the financing costs are already built
into the price). When the loan sharks charge
19% or more interest, about 8% goes to
investors, 2% goes to pay the Federal Reserve,
and 9% goes to charge-offs.

Those charge offs mean 45% of the purchase
price gets written off after 5yrs — remember
the purchase price is not the same as the cost
of the product (which gets marked up big
time). Borrowers are screened to make sure
most can pay for at least 5 yrs. Some will
default sooner, but most will end up paying 8-
10 years before defaulting. About a third will
actually pay off their loans while also paying
huge interest payments.

After 5yrs, the mobile home or the rent-a-
wreck has been paid for in economic terms,
and investors got 8% on their money while
they waited. There is no economic loss after
that. Of course, from an accounting
standpoint there is still a big loss… That
accounting loss gets written off against
corporate taxes.

The loan sharks get a cashflow gain, but an
accounting loss for tax purposes. And Buffett
(or whomever) can sell those tax loss carry
forwards to other corporate entities that have
taxable profits — reducing the tax bite for all
the entities involved.

And yes of course, a portion of the proceeds
will be donated to members of Congress who
“vote favorably” on legislation that interests
Buffett or Berkshire.

REPLY

I suspect the month to month data is noisy. Year over year the data is
very noisy for income from dividends and interest, which only makes
sense. I graphed the data from 1999-2017 for both dividends and interest
and wages and salaries in May year over year:
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madashellowell said: June 30, 2017 9:28:24 at 9:28 PM



Realist said: July 1, 2017 7:58:41 at 7:58 AM



Galbraith said: July 1, 2017 9:08:19 at 9:08 AM

https://dailyvaluewatch.blogspot.com/2017/06/personal-income-from-
interest-and.html

The average from wages is lower at 3.7% over the period, but not by
much. The average for income from assets is barely 5%.

REPLY

Do we notice how “facts” are relative? Negative data is ignored or
explained away while anything that can be perceived as positive is
trumpeted as big news. As our economy is based upon confidence and
what little we have is rather dubious, it is apparent that they NEED to
hype any positives they can conjure.
Personally I’m not feeling it, so maybe I need to up my consumption of
Kool aid and get with the program. I think I may be the drag on the
economy.

REPLY

Hi Madashellohwell. In order to have confidence going forward business
owners (from small to large) and individuals need clarity. It’s hard to
plan for tomorrow if you don’t know what the rules are going to be. If
Trump and the Republicans can pass Trump care, and then reform taxes,
that would provide some clarity and some confidence. Till that happens,
all they can do is try to instill confidence by telling everyone what a great
job they are doing, and hope everyone believes it.

As far as who gets the growth in personal income, it’s going to continue
to be the top 10%. The bottom 90% have no leverage. As long as America
continues with crony capitalism, virtually all wealth increases will go to
those at the top. I don’t see anything that Trump is doing, or planning to
do that will change this.

REPLY

What is elite about living modestly, saving, investing, paying cash,
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JohnM said: July 1, 2017 10:20:50 at 10:20 AM



madashellowell said:

July 1, 2017 5:33:31 at 5:33 PM



wrldtrst said:

July 2, 2017 5:03:45 at 5:03 AM



JohnM said: July 1, 2017 10:49:02 at 10:49 AM



earning interest and dividends?

REPLY

It used to be called Protestantism.

REPLY

I know it’s verboten, but why is it accepted wisdom to
invest in other businesses and financial instruments rather
than investing in one’s self?

REPLY

diversification is one pretty good and
legitimate reason.

REPLY

I notice the pop in the data in Table 1, Line 20 is visualized here:

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/PDI

There have been similar pops in the data before. Still not sure why. These
are seasonally adjusted figures, however. So I’m guessing the May
number reflects digestion of tax data by the examining unit and shows
big dividend income taken this tax season.

Rich people selling before the apocalypse?
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JohnM said: July 1, 2017 10:53:25 at 10:53 AM



ucanbpolitical said: July 1, 2017 3:30:28 at 3:30 PM



daveyone1 said: July 1, 2017 6:41:29 at 6:41 PM



advancingtime said: July 2, 2017 7:55:00 at 7:55 AM

REPLY

Table 1, Line 19 is reproduced here:

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/PII

Lots of ups and downs there, too.

REPLY

Interest rates over the period were static. Corporate profits for the first
quarter were below that of the final quarter 2016, suggesting there was
no underlying cause for this spike in non-wage personal income.

REPLY

Reblogged this on World4Justice : NOW! Lobby Forum..

REPLY

I continue to be a bit underwhelmed by the nature of the economy in my
area.

Show me the money! Now here is a phrase that gets our attention. Years
ago it was etched in our minds when used in the 1996 hit movie, Jerry
Maguire. Whether it is the promise of better government or that the
economy will soon improve I grow weary and more dubious every time
I’m told that positive change is just around the corner.

Sadly, my friends your chances of survival most likely will be greatly
improved if you don’t hold your breath until the promises of better times
arrive. The article below states the time for more proof and fewer
promises is long past due. Sadly, the false recovery is long in the tooth
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johnbarleycorn12 said: July 3, 2017 6:15:06 at 6:15 AM



and before long things might get very difficult.

http://brucewilds.blogspot.com/2017/04/show-me-money-i-want-
proof-not-more.html

REPLY

Reblogged this on John Barleycorn and commented:
I don’t really care who got it, just so it wasn’t the government.

REPLY
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